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The K. G. VI stamps issued in booklet form feature strongly among our offers this month, so this seems
an opportune moment to survey their brief but thoroughly fascinating history.

The values involved were but three in number - the ~d green, Id red and 1~d chocolate, 1. e. the
original 1938 stamps - and the complete story covers less than three years, as will be seen.

In all, four identifiable types of booklet have been recorded, viz.:

1. 2/- booklet consisting of 24 Id stamps in four panes of 6, with buff covers and interleaving
which carried Government Department advertisements (printed in red and black) and
information on postage rates (printed in black).

2. 2/- booklet consisting of 18 Id stamps (three panes of 6) and 12 ~d stamps (two panes of 6).
Otherwise similar to Type 1, but with some alterations in the wording of the advertisements,
and with updated postage rates information.

3. 2/3d booklet consisting of 18 1~d stamps in three panes of 6. Covers and interleaving were
blue. The advertisements and postage rates information were identical to those in Type 2,
except that the printing was in red and blue, and blue only, respectively.

4. 2/- booklet, make-up as Type 2, but with advertisements (printed entirely in black) on the
inside front cover and both sides of the back cover only, the interleaving being blank.

In all cases the booklet stamps were printed from special plates, each of which contained 210
impressions arranged in three groups of 60 (six vertical rows of 10) and one group of 30 (three
vertical rows of 10), with vertical gutters the width of one stamp separating each group from its
neighbour. In each group of 60, vertical rows 4-6 were inverted in relation to the others, so that
each sheet, when guillotined, produced 35 panes, everyone haVing a binding selvedge on the left
(that is Viewing each pane with the stamps upright).

The first booklet plate, for the Id value, was used to print stamps for Type 1 booklets only. The
plate number 5 appeared once in each large sheet, in the left selvedge beside the fourth stamp in the
first vertical row. This plate number was not removed by the guillotining process, thus one pane
in every 35 showed the plate number in the binding selvedge.

Because of the layout of the booklet plates, either 15 or 20 panes in every large sheet printed
inevitably had the watermark inverted, the actual number depending on which way sheets were fed
into the printing press. Since panes with the plate number are found both with watermark upright
and with watermark inverted, it is clear that at least in the printing of the stamps in Type 1 booklets,
both "15-pane-inverted" and "20-pane-inverted" sheets occurred.



The booklets containing Id stamps only were issued on July 1, 1938, but early in the following month
two new booklets - Types 2 and 3 - were ordered, to meet the change in overseas postage rates
brought about by the introduction of the Empire "All- Up" Air Mail Scheme. Type 1 booklets,
however, remained on sale, but with the leaf containing the postage rates information removed,
sometime by cutting, and sometimes simply torn out.

For the new booklets, new!d, Id and l!d plates were made. These were numbered 22, 23
and 24 respectively, but the plate numbers appeared in the bottom selvedges of the printed sheets,
which were guillotined off during the making up of the booklets, so that none of the issued panes
showed any selvedge markings. Booklets of Types 2 and 3 were issued in November, 1938.

A further supply containing stamps as Type 2 was ordered during the follOWing month, but this last
printing was as Type 4, and booklets of this type were issued in June 1939.

The outbreak of the Second World War brought another increase in postage rates and, as in the case
of Type 1, booklets of Types 2 and 3 are known with the postal information sheet removed.

Another result of the 1939 increase in rates was a sharp reduction in the demand for booklets, which
were withdrawn from sale in June 1940. Six months later they were again made available, but in
April 1941 they were finally withdrawn from sale to the public, and in June of the same year all
remaining stocks were destroyed.

Stamp booklets were destined not to reappear in N. Z. until the Queen Elizabeth issue of 1954.

Id KIWI, SINGLE WATERMARK, PERF. 13! x 14

Since I reported finding a block of this stamp perforated from right to left across the Sheet, instead
of the usualleft-to-right (see offer 923 in the September 1973 Bulletin), Mr P. L. Evans of North
Harrow has shown me a similar block. HiS, like the original, was a plate block with left selvedge
perforated through, and with the stamps having "odd" bottom left corners. In the meantime I have
also seen two used copies which are certainly "right-to-lefts", but there still seems to be no doubt
that the abnormals are a very small minority indeed of the total numbers existing.

Mr Evans suggested as a possible cause that some sheets may have passed through the perforating
machine face downwards, but close examination of his block was inconclusive on this point.

On further consideration, however, this does appear to be the probable explanation since (unless
my reasoning is faulty) the other possibilities - that of reversing the perforating head through 180
degrees, or that of running the sheets through upside down (i. e. face up, but inverted from normal)
- would both re!!ult in odd corners at the top left of stamps.

Thanks, Phil:

K. G. VI - THE !d, Id AND l!d ISSUES OF 1938

101 (a)

(b)

(c)

!d Green. Three fine shades in blocks of 4, mint .

As above. Printer's imprint block of 8 stamps, mint •........................

As above. A superb lot of plate blocks, being complete in all positions of the plate
number. Therefore there is one block each of plates 1 and 2, and two each of
plates 9, 10, 16, 17, 18 and 19. A further attraction is that all are in corner
blocks of 8, with the exception of the scarcer plate nos 9 and 10, which are in
the more usual form of blocks of 4. An imprint block (of 8 stamps) is also
included, making this an absolutely complete showing of selvedge markings.
The 15 blocks, mint .

£ 1. 25

80p

£17.50



£ 9.25

£30.00

£77.50

£20.00

£23.110

£ 6.50

£ 1.00

£ 1.25

As above. A one-of-each collection of the plate numbers, in blocks of 4 as
catalogued, plus an imprint block. The set of 9 blockl, mint••.••.••......•.

As above. Five plate varieties, including the catalogued plate 19, R7/5 retouch
(in a used pair), and a prominent plate crack which developed on R5/2 of
plate 2 (two plate blocks are included, showing this Itamp with and without the
crack). Examples of the plate varieties on the id green ar~liU1 scarce. The
lot, all in mint blocks except the used pair mentioned, and ly delcribed.

Id Red. Three really outstanding shades in mint blockl of 4. Quite superbl •••

As above. Imprint block of 8 stamps (without plate number). Mint•.•.•••••••

As above, Set of 10 plate blocks of 4, plus an imprint block of 8. Allo included
is a booklet pane with plate no. 5 in the binding selvedge, thul completing the
representation of plate markings from those sheets which had the plate numbers
in the side selvedges. (plate nos 25 and 26 - which appeared with the imprint in
the bottom selvedge - are not included). The mint let of imprint .block, 10 plate
blockl and booklet pane, snowing a delightful range of lhades into the bargain.. £14.110

AI above. The R6/6 "Medal flaw" from plate 8 il a prominent and well-known
variety. It is much len well-known, however, that thtl flaw developed early
in the life of the plate, and that R6/6 therefore existl without the flaw. But
here is the proof - magnlflcently demonstrated in positIOiliiJl)lockl of 18 (with
plate no. 8) shOWing R6/6 ~re-flawand flaw statel. The former il
rare. The outstanding pairOIDIOcks, brilliant mint........................ £37.110

As above. The R6/6 flaw, in mint block of 4 with three normals ••..•.•.••.•• £ 2.25

As above. Two further varietiel from plate 8 - the retouches on R2/21 and RII/20
- shown in a corner block of 25, which includes the plate number in the right
selvedge. Again fine mint. .•.. .•. .. . ..•..•.•.. .. . .. .• £ 7.50

1 d Chocolate. Mint blocks of 4 in the catalogued shadel of chocolate and red-
choco e. e two lhade blocks. . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . £ 4.10

As above. A magnlflcent set of five blocks of 8 stampl each, the set consisting
of a bloCk with printer's imprint, and corner blocks shOWing the plate numbers
20 and 21 in both left and right selvedges. Complete, and very seldom leen in
this form .••••..•.........•............•...•.•••••......•....••••.•••••.

As above. Complete set similar to (b) above, but with the plate numbers in
blocks of 4 as catalogued..................•.....................•........

As above. The unique variety with albino overprint "Official''. Although a
complete sheet was almost certainly affected, this is to the belt of our
knowledge the only copy ever recorded. The albino impression standi out clearly
when the stamp is viewed from the back. Very fine mint, and an exhibition
item .•••••••••••...•..•....•..•..•.•.•.•..•.•••...•...•..•.••.••..•.•••

As above. Another great rarity, being a normal (i. e. non-Official) copy with
a faint but distinct lecond impreslion of the design placed Imm. to the left of
the main impression, and slightly low. Clearly visible in the left and bottom
gutters of the stamp. Only two copies of thil variety are known to us. This
copy has lome foxing, mainly affecting the back of the Itamp.................. £12.50

Booklet Panes. Eight panes of 6 stamps, being two each of the id, Id with plate
no. 5, Id without plate no. and lid. In each case, one pane has the watermark
upright, whUe the other has the watermark inverted, thUI giving one hundred
per cent completion: The scarce let of 8 booklet panel ' .

Complete Bookletl. Set of four booklets, one each of Typel 1, 2, 3 and 4 as
described in the article elsewhere in thil Bulletin. Of these, Types 1 and 3
are complete as ilsued, Type 2 has had the postage rates Iheet removed, and
Type 4 has had all the id stampl except one removed, but il otherwile intact.

(d)

(e)

(d)

(d)

(c)

(b)

(e)

(e)

(f)

lOll

102 (a)

(b)

(c)

104

103 (a)



Included with this lot are sets of "exploded" interleaving sheets showing the
various advertisements in each type. A once-in-a-lifetime offer ...

We can also offer a few booklets singly as follows:

106 Type 1. Complete, but with the postage rates sheet removed .

107 ~. As lot 106, but all panes having the plate number 5 in the binding
selvedge. Rare•...••...••....•.•.....•................................

108 Type 2. Complete, but with the postage rates sheet removed .

109 Type 3. Complete;,as issued •....•......................................

110 Type 3. As lot 109, but with the postage rates sheet removed.......•.......

N. B. If you only require odd plate blocks or booklet panes (rather than the sets as
advertised) by all means let us have your wants list, and we shall do whatever
we can to help.

SMILING BOYS ON FIRST DAY COVERS:

£50.00

£12.50

£20.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

111 Two beautifully fresh, clean covers, each bearing one value of the 1931 Healths
tied by the Timaru roller cancellation dated Oct. 31, 1931. The cover bearing
the Red Boy also carries a Id Field Marshal to make up the recently - increased
postage rate, and thus illustrates the reason for the last-minute decision to include
a 2d value in the Health issue for that year.

The pair of First Day Covers, fine and rare £120.00

1935 - 43 PICTORIALS IN BLOCKS

112 Single Watermark Issues. An excellent basic lot, all in mint blocks, with a few
shades included. The collection comprises ~d(2), Id(4, incl. a block of the
scarce perf 13~ x 14, plus a complete booklet pane with "Parisian" ads), 1~d(2),
2d, 2~d(2), 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, Bd(2), 9d, 1/- and 3/-. Twenty blocks of 4 and a
booklet pane, all fully identified, and in superfine condition throughout... ..... £45.00

113 Multiple Watermark Issues. An even more comprehensive set, with ~d(2), Id(2,
incl. a booklet pane of 6), 1~d(2), 2d(8), 2~d(5}, 3d(2), 4d(4, one being the
scarce line perf 14), 5d(6), 6d(4), 8d(5), 9d(3), 1/-(3), 2/-(4) and 3/-(3).
The 52 (yes, 52:) blocks of 4 as described, plus the booklet pane, all identified
by C. P. numbers. Condition again first class. . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . £112. 50

REVIEW OF 1973

A comprehensive listing - with varieties - of all N. Z. issues of laSt year.

114 (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Six Commemoratives (issued 7/2/73). The set of 6, mint 45p; used......•....

Complete set of 11 plate blocks (one 10c, two each of other values) .

One plate block each value. The set of 6 blocks .•........••.........•...•..

First Day Cover, Auckland postmark ..............................•....•.•.

Variety. 4c value, vertical strip of 5 from bottom of sheet, with excessive blue
colour obliterating parts of the lettering and value. Only a few sheets were so
affected. Striking: .......•.........................••....•....•.•..•.•...

42p

£ 6.45

£ 3.70

48p

£ 2.75



27p

£ 4.85

£ 2.50

30p

£45.00

47p

£ 2.50

53p

8p

£ 1. 00

60p

14p

£ 1. 40

S8p

£ 5.75

17p

85p

21p

52p

£ 3.60

55p

2p

£ 1. 00

88p

S8p

40p

£ 2.35

2p

32p

4c on 2~c "Local" Surcharge. Single, mint 4pj used.•.....•.....•....•.•..

Complete set of 2 plate blocks•.....•...•••••.•.••.•.....•••.....•.•....

Variety. Rl/13 "Full stop after 4c" in positional biock of 16 with sheet value
marking..•.•.•..•.•.•..•••.••...•••.••.••.•.••.•......••.•••••...•.•..

Variety as above, but in a smaller non-positlonal block of 6 with top selVedge.

Variety. R2/3 "Full stop after 4c" in mint positlonal block of 6 •..•.•.•••.

Variety. RI0/20 White flaw at top of rear right Wing, and later retouch, each
in a mint corner block of 6. The pair of blocks '.' ..

lc Butterfly, unwmk'd paper. Single, mint or used, each .••..•••...•••..

Complete set of 2 plate blocks ••••.•.••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••..•....

Steam Locomotives (issued 4/4/73). Set of 4, mint 28pj used .• ~ ••.•••••.••••

Complete set of 8 plate blocks (two each value) ••••.•.•.•...••••.•••.•••.•••

One plate block each value. The set of 4 blocks .

First Day Cover, Auckland postmark •..........•...........•.......•.•.

Variety. 5c value - superb double impression of both the black and the red
colours, the second impressions being about 3mm. low. Spectacular, and
rare ................•.........•....•. ' •.........•..........•..•.......

Frances Hodgkins Paintings. (issued 6/6/73). Set of 4, mint 50p; used....

Complete set of 4 plate blocks (one each value) •.....•.............•......

First Day Cover, Auckland postmark .................•.......•.•.......

1973 Healths (issued 1/8/73). Set of 2, mint lOp; used .......•........

Complete set of 2 plate blocks (one each value) ....•.........•............

Miniature sheets of 6 stamps. The set of 2 sheets .

First Day Cover, Auckland postmark .

Health Camp Postmarks. Complete set of 6 covers, each bearing a full set of
1973 Healths, and each postmarked at a different Health Camp on the first day
of issue (this being the only day of the year when the special Camp post offices
are open). The set of 6 covers ............•.•........................•.

Variety. 3c + lc Miniature Sheet with "Pimple in hair" variety on R2/S ....•

Variety. 3c + lc Miniature sheet shOWing a flaw on the Prince's right eye, and
a matching sheet with the flaw retouched. The flaw-and-retouch miniature
sheets ...•........•.......•...........•..............................

(d)

(e)

(f)

(f)

(g)

1973 Christmas. (issued 3/10/73). Set of. 3, mint 18p; used ..•.••.......

Complete set of 3 plate blocks (one each value) .

First Day Cover, Auckland postmark ' .....•...... ,

N. Z. Mountains. (issued 5/12/73). This is a really beautiful set, and reflects
a great deal of credit on Messrs. Enschede en Zonen, the Dutch printers.

(a) Set of 4 (6c, 8c, 18c, 23c), mint .....•......•............•.......•.......

(b) Complete set of 4 plate blocks (one each value) ...........•................

(c) First Day Cover, Auckland postmark ...................•....•.........•..

Definitives (no fixed dates of issue).

120 (a)

(b)

(c)

121 (a)

(b)

118 (a)

(b)

(c)

119

115 (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

116 (a)

(b)

(c)

117 (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)



122 (a)

(b)

123

124 (a)

(b)

(c)

125 (a)

(b)

126 (a)

(b)

127

2c Butterfly, unwmk'd paper. Single, mint or used, each ......•.•....•..

Complete set of 2 plate blocks .....•.................•...••••••.••.••..

3c Moth, wmk'd paper. New plate numbers 1A2A1A or 1B2B1B, in mint
blocks of 10, each .

4c Moth, unwmk'd paper. Single, mint 4p; used .

Complete set of two plate blocks ...........................•......•.......

Major Variety. Bright green omitted. A missing colour within the reach of
everyone at only (with normal for comparison) ......................•..•...

6c Fish, unwmk'd paper. Single, mint 7p; used ..

Complete set of 2 plate blocks ..•........................................

10c Coat of Arms, unwmk'd paper. Single, mint lOp; used •...............

Plate block of 6 stamps, pl. 1A1A1A1A .

25c National Park, wmk'd paper. New plate numbers 22222 and 2a2a2a2a2a
in mint blocks of six stamps, each .......................•...............

2p

42p

33p

2p

88p

£ 4.00

4p

£ 1. 25

6p

70p

£ 1. 75

Special Cancellations on Cover

128

129

130

131

132

5 Mar. 1973. Eketahuna to Masterton, Centennial of Stage Coach Mail .

2 Apr. 1973. Air New Zealand, Inaugural D. C. 10 Flight, Auckland to Los
Angeles (cover backstamped Los Angeles on the same date) .

11 Jun. 1973. 150th Anniversary, Methodist Mission to Maori People,
Wesleydale , .

12 Nov. 1973. International Air Transport Association Conference (12th-16th
November). Special datestamp applied at a temporary post office opened for
the 1. A. T. A. conference .......•..•....•......•..•.....•................

1973 CHRISTMAS

Just arrived from Germany - superb postcard- size reproduction in full colour
of Raphael's "Die Madonna Tempi" as featured in this year's 3c Christmas
stamp. The card ...•..•..•........................•....................

CHALON HEADS

12p

12p

12p

12p

28p

133 Perforated Issues. A delightful set of 11 used copies, covering all values, Id
- 1/-, including colour changes and copies from both plates of the 2d. The sets
comprises Id red, Id brown, 2d blue (plate 1), 2d blue (plate 2), 2d orange, 3d,
4d rose, 4d yellow, 6d brown, 6d blue and 1/-. All are selected copies, free
of defects, and of fresh colour. A page of classics which will make the perfect
introduction to someone's collection. The 11 Chalon Heads, used............ £75.00


